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Kelly Hampton is a compassionate spirit/medium, visionary, expert guest, angelic channel, 
medical intuitive, energy healer and facilitator, author and lecturer. Because of the high level of 
accuracy and detail contained in her spiritual consultations, Kelly Hampton is one of the most 
gifted and sought after international advisors and speakers. Most recently, since Jan. 2010 she is 
teaching and facilitating groups a new healing modality from Archangel Michael for the 
Ascension in workshops across the US and abroad called STAR ENERGY INTERGALACTIC 
ENERGY™. 

Kelly’s first experience as a medium happened near the age of 21 when she was able to 
communicate with her mother who had crossed over when Kelly was 14. Since that time, Kelly 
continued to expand her knowledge of healing and spiritual beliefs. During her thirties her 
psychic gifts dramatically expanded. It was as this time that she began her professional practice. 
Kelly's first spiritual book Into the White Light: The Revelations of Archangel Michael  was 
revealed to her in 2007 after she was awakened during the night with telepathic message from 
Archangel Michael stating that they would be working on this project together. She is devoting 
her life work to teaching us all how to clearly hear the messages from our angels while offering 
guidance and comfort to all souls no matter their culture or religion. She lectures and gives 
workshops on spiritual issues including the shifting energies of 2010-2012 and beyond as 
described by Archangel Michael. She has also been a featured radio guest speaker on blogtalk 
radio. She is at work on the second book from Archangel Michael which is entitled, 2012 AND 
BEYOND: THE TRUTH expected to be released winter 2010. To arrange an interview contact 
her agent, Linda at lpq3@verizon.net. You may also follow her on social media--YouTube, 
Facebook,  Twitter and visit her web site www.intothewhitelight.com.  
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